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From Barron’s over the weekend on stock splits: “The average stock price has been moving up briskly. For
the S& P 500, it’s about $150, versus $82 five years ago. Prior to 2015, it was under $50 in many years.”
Another quote: “But the ultimate argument in favor of stocks splits is simple: Holders of shares that split
generally make money, at least in the short term, and that resonates on Main Street and Wall Street.
Investors love to “rinse and repeat.” If something works, they’ll do again and again until it doesn’t.”
US Futures-World Markets: US equity futures are slightly higher as we slog through thin summer trading
volumes. This is typical for August. Congress remains in a stalemate over new spending bill with each side
announcing their own plans. Walmart is +6% after beating earnings estimates. Home Depot added 3% in premarket trading. Tesla won’t downtick. The stock is now +32% in the last 5 trading sessions. Stock splits don’t
matter? You need to be a behavioral psychologist to comprehend this rally. Another EV company announced
it is going public through a SPAC. Cool looking vehicle ( https://www.canoo.com/ ) . I’d like this for my annual
road trip to Richmond. California continues it lurch closer to the cliff with a proposed wealth tax (0.4% on
assets above $30 million), as the state struggles to close its funding gap. Best stat I read was from
WSJ: 0.5% of the CA population pays 40% of all income tax revenue. I hope CA’s wealthy residents don’t care
about having electricity. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +9.80, 10-Yr Yield: 0.674%.
CORE Headlines:
 China is increasing purchases of US oil to comply with phase one trade deal.-Bberg
 A former CIA officer, Alexander Yuk China Ma, was arrested in a sting operation on charges that he
spied for China over the course of more than a decade, a move that comes a month after the Trump
admin closed China’s embassy in Houston.-FT
 Blackouts in California might be a warning for those states who are increasing green energy
programs.-WSJ
 Senate Republicans aim to introduce smaller stimulus package that will provide $300/week in
enhanced unemployment, money for a USPS, and more money for small businesses. Republicans are
expected to tie this bill to a continuing resolution to fund government on September 30.-Politico
 Ramped-up U.S. restrictions on Huawei are likely to choke the Chinese company's access to even offthe-shelf chips, threaten its crown as the world's largest smartphone maker and disrupt global tech
supply, executives and experts warned.-Reuters
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Oracle has held preliminary talks with TikTok's Chinese owner, ByteDance, and was seriously
considering buying the app's operations in the United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, the
Financial Times newspaper reported.-Reuters
California officials opened an investigation into whether the former investment chief for Calpers, the
nation’s largest pension fund, violated conflict-of-interest laws by holding personal investments in
private-equity firms in which the fund invested.-WSJ
Illegal crossings are back on the rise at the southern US border after having fallen dramatically at the
start of the coronavirus pandemic, driven by a large increase in single adults coming in from Mexico.WSJ
With China closing in on a coronavirus vaccine, Beijing’s top officials and some of its drugmakers have
begun promising early access to countries of strategic interest as it seeks to shore up its global
standing after a pandemic that has strained geopolitical ties.-WSJ
Canada’s finance minister Bill Morneau said he was stepping down, the biggest casualty to date from a
scandal tying the Liberal government to a charity with close links to the family of prime minister
Justin Trudeau.-WSJ
New 5G smartphones from the major carriers can provide Internet speeds 10 times faster than those
available on most home WiFi setups, but that depends on a number of conditions—and for now, the
power of 5G remains underused.-WSJ
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on Monday became the first major college to pivot to
online classes after reopening in person, a reversal that took only one week.-USA
YUM: As many as 300 Pizza Hut restaurants will be closed, most of them dine-in locations not well
suited for carryout and delivery at a time when millions of people are sheltering and eating at home.USA (They still have eat-in Pizza Huts ?)
Trump on Monday night said he will pardon someone who is “very, very important” on Tuesday, and
though he didn’t identify the person, he ruled out former national security advisor Michael Flynn and
NSA leaker Edward Snowden.-NYP
As protests increase against president Alexander Lukashenko of Belarus, who has ruled the country
with an iron hand for 26 years, even loyal followers are starting to call on him to step down, and his
grip on power may be slipping.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Institutional Investor: Only 13% of domestic equity funds beat their benchmark in 2016 (3-yr trailing)
https://bit.ly/2DTlSLH
 Newsweek Op-Ed: To deter China, Japan should join alliance with the U.S. https://bit.ly/2E0lTxg
 EdSurge: It’s time to digitally transform community college https://bit.ly/348Ukwg
All charts from The Daily Shot https://thedailyshot.com/ :
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Homebuilder optimism is near record levels as demand strengthens.
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Homebuilder share prices are soaring (chart below), and lumber prices are hitting record highs (see the commodities
section).

The shift from rentals to homeownership (often from cities to suburbs) is underway. Americans are looking for more
room to work and have their children educated at home while reducing exposure to densely populated areas.

• Search activity trends for rentals vs. real estate listings have diverged. Moreover, many of the rental searches are for
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single-family homes in the suburbs.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

• Based on online searches, families have been preparing for virtual classrooms.
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Source: Arbor Research & Trading

• Moving to the suburbs requires a car.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research

Mortgage delinquencies spiked in the second quarter.
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But foreclosures are at record lows due to moratoriums on notices. At some point, this trend will reverse.

Growth sectors are now more than 50% of the S&P 500 market cap. (What will cause this trend to
reverse? Can it?)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML
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A double top?

Source: @CarterBWorth
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Foreign investors sharply increased their holdings of US equities over the past decade.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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The 2020 election premium priced into the volatility markets remains elevated.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Healthcare stocks typically underperform ahead of presidential elections. (Socialists on the
campaign trail can’t be good, either.)

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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The cost of mining gold has risen sharply over the past couple of decades.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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US lumber futures hit another record high.

Office space per worker over time:

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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Most popular coffee drinks:

Source: @simongerman600

When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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